In Short Term Lotto Trends™ the opportunity we search for is bias, that is, something which has gone on too long, or has gone too far out of line, one way or the other, from the norm. When this happens, we can benefit by anticipating the opposite to occur, and ride the reverse trend until balance is restored.

To identify a Bias, you must know what the norm (the expected or the average) is, to have a point of comparison. The only way you will know if something is out of line is if it’s much higher or much lower than the normal expected average. **Also important is the number of drawings in a row the bias occurred.**

There are EIGHT Short Term Lotto Trend™ Charts, which refer to individually as Bias Trackers™. You won’t get a clear reading from ALL eight Short Term Lotto Trends™ every drawing, but a strong indication from even one or two of them could help you pick your winning numbers.

Let’s examine the first Short Term Lotto Trend™ Charts, the **ODD-EVEN BIAS TRACKER™**. In a Pick-6 game, ten drawings would have 60 Numbers. Assuming ten drawings produce 19 Odd Numbers and 41 Even Numbers, the result would be E=+22. This means that 22 more Even Numbers were drawn than Odd Numbers during the last ten games. (An O=+18 tells you to play more Even Numbers because the last ten games had 18 more Odd than Even numbers.)
LOOK FOR A DOUBLE DIGIT BIAS! If you have two Toto numbers of equal probability, but one is Odd and the order is Even, and the past ten games produced an E=+10, or any other double digit difference, you would choose the Odd Numbers because the BIAS would favour the Odd Number being drawn. If Even Numbers have much more than Odd Numbers for several drawings, you’d lighten up on, or even eliminate Even Numbers the next drawing (s). Conversely, if during the last 5 or 10 games, Odd Numbers outnumbered Even Numbers by +10 or more, you would play few Odd Numbers next drawing. A difference of +4 has no significance. A Bias of +10 is more significant in last 5 than in last 10 games.

A BIAS IN THE +10s OR 20s may be good for playing ALL Odd or ALL Even Numbers. Keep in mind that all Odd or all Even happens in only 2% of all drawings, so be sure the Bias is high enough.

In this book, Lottery Master Guide, it shows you how to set up your own charts from page 34 to 48. But, if you have access to an computer, all the draw data are available using Smart Luck® Advantage Plus™ software, at the press of a button.

Watch out for the next issue, we will explain Gail Howard’s method of numbers selection, using the second and third tracker, the HIGH-LOW BIAS TRACKER™ and SUM CHART BIAS TRACKER™ to pick your the winning Toto numbers.

Reference: Gail Howard’s Lottery Master Guide